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Foreward 

WARNING! Some of this material is from the 
web, other material from super-secret sourcebooks. 
For your own enjoyment, don’t go GOOGLING 
any of this stuff! 

Before Moonfell 
The world of Highpoint started out as a ‘generic’ 
D&D type world, elves, dwarves, dragons, & orcs. 
Large tides. 

Humans 
Nomad horselords of Stavia,  

Wisips - nomadic hunter gathers who tend to 
accumulate expensive trinkets for trade. Very 
sneaky 

Gur - seasonal farmers, excellent hedge wizards 

Kingdom of Tynat – central location 

Kingdom of Chelmark – small, militaristic, has 
thrown off countless sieges  

Galtek Freehold –  Near elves, humans, slathem 
much of city built underground to facilitate trading 
with slathem.  

Rook Freehold – Mannish, largest human library, center of learn, mountaintop, first city 
swarmed by lunar dragons. 

Kingdom of Dornham – Trade Center of Edge – Cliffside metropolis and gateway to 
trade into the underdark. 

Dwarves 
Dwarven city-states (Nedderpick biggest, Duroek, Gracklstugh) 

CSmith
(Player Contact Info deleted)



Tortog Shaman 
By Niklas Jansonon of ??? 

Elves – L’Arile Nation 
The Elven nation was vast and powerful before the Fell. The Great forest Hereal covered 
half the continent, and the grand tree city of Bessemer was the cornerstone of commerce 
and culture for the continent. Further north, the ancient forest of Lilat brimmed with 
nymphs, treants, and other woodland fey. Few non-elves stayed in these haunted woods 
long, except perhaps wizards bent on viewing the vast accrued eldritch lore reputed to be 
housed by the White Congress in the library at Lebra 

The elves outnumbered the humans and dwarves combined. 

Gnomes 
They travel in extended family groups & mobile villages called wains. The very wealthy 
ones travel in huge double-decker “Wheelhouses” which are pulled by a small herd of 
cows. The same cows provide food for the wain. Most of the wheelhouses unfold into 
stages with wings. - Think gypsies.  

While by & large not very proficient at warfare, there are a few wains (“Grey Wains” 
populated by “Grey Riders”) that consist almost entirely of combat types that roam the 
continent seemingly only to find those who have wronged other gnomes. These 
‘avengers’ use tactics that some would call assassination – but as long as they seem to 
pray on bandits and criminals, most seem tolook away. They ride warhounds, and often 
have 2-3 mastiffs per gnome in their raiding parties. There is some 
complex system of tithes that loosely propagates through the non-
grey wains to help fund them. Most of the loot of those attacked by 
the Greys gets appropriated by them – unless there is a CLEAR 
connection between one of their targets and children who have been 
orphaned by the targets previous crimes. 

Their favored class is Bard (any variant except ‘barbarian), and the 
‘chief’ of any group of gnomes seems to be the one who knows the 
most stories. 

Their two daily cantrips must be selected from the following list at 
character creation: Dancing Lights, Daze, Ghost Sound, Mending, or 
Prestidigitation. Talk with burrowing animals is replaced with 
talking with canines. They are hound herds and Gnomish rangers 
often train packs of hunting dogs that track and kill game for the 
wains. 

Others 
Tortogs – Dim witted turtle-men of the far west with. 

Zulep – Ferocious lizard men of the far west – rumored to be remnants of a fallen race. 

Slathem – ocean dwelling amphibians with voices that are soothing & compelling to 
mammals (non-magic). 



Moonfell Apocalypse 
With each passing day the moon grows larger in the sky, to the point where it is now 
literally falling to earth, particle by particle, in an excoriating lunar rain that flattens 
castles and kills anything foolish enough to walk the land of Highpoint by night. The 
moon is so close that lunar monsters can drop to the surface, whether by choice or as 
involuntary by products of the lunar rain. Day by day, the lunar dragons swarm in ever-
greater numbers. If the lunar rain doesn’t skin you at night, the lunar dragons will eat you 
during the day. 

Colonizing the underdeep was the only hope for those who once controlled the surface. 
Elven archmages of Lebra and orc warlords were no match for the lunar rain pounding 
their cities night after night. Wave after wave of refugees sought shelter underground. 
But the entire world tried to cram into a limited number of havens, and they found only 
constant warfare. Each battle’s winner had mere days until the next wave appeared, 
desperate to force its way into any covered shelter it could find. 

Deep underground, the ancient dwarven 
delvings were safe from the dragons and lunar 
rain — but not from the refugees. The mithral 
rich dwarf hold of Gracklstugh sealed its doors 
to all surface dwellers. The dwarve’s dark age 
was ferocious. Pushed back by the relentless 
waves of invasion, the dwarven cities lost both 
land and lives. Some invaders swept past, 
retreating deeper and deeper underground in 
their quest for safety. Most did not. 

The lunar dragons ran rampant over the surface 
world. Surging hordes of refugees pressed at 
every entrance to the subsurface. The lunar rain 
razed the surface yet again each night. A 
plague of lycanthropes swept across those 
remaining on the surface, and werebeasts seemed to have grown larger, and even more 
bloodthirsty by the ever closer moon. High tide rose more with each passing day, 
drowning many ancient coastal cities. Chaos, death, and disaster threatened from every 
quarter. Was any hope left? 

The Enclave 
Not long before Moonfell, a small group of Thurm Gurder 
dwarves, set out from Duroek, crossed the Flatlands, to the edge of 
the endless plains, in search of rich ore-lands. The dwarves started 
a small delving in secret, and the only humans who new the 
location of the dig were oathsworn Wisips who had been hired to 
help with the dig. As the lunar rains began, the Wisips brought 
tales of the suffering of other tribes back to the delving, but the 
dwarves kept to themselves. But when the rains worsened, and the 

Lunar Dragon by ??? 



dragons came, the Gurders took pity and went out with the Wisips to find those in need 
and bring them back to the cave. 

A pair of dragons pursued the final group of refugees, and the dwarves prepared to 
collapse the only known entrance to the cave. The Wisips peeled off at the last minute, 
harrying the dragons, to give the refugees time to make it into the caverns. The entranced 
was collapsed. Soon after, a major meteor storm struck, collapsing all of the entrance 
tunnels, as well as the at least a mile and a half of rock, killing the two clerics who had 
come with those escaping the surface. 

One hundred years later, there are some 90 people still alive in the enclave. 

Conditions 
Water is scarce. Over the years there has been times when a great deal of effort has been 
made to dig back to the surface, and other times when nothing has been done. The huge 
meteor strikes have left much of the rocking surrounding ‘the way back’ unstable and 
unfit for tunneling. 

Very key areas include: 

• A vast underground lake provides a steady supply of fish, but the water is too 
heavily mineral laden to drink safely. Goin’ swimming in it can get you a 
NASTY rash. The water is ice-cold, never warmed by the sun or volcanic 
heat. 

• A small spring that provides 95% of the freshwater.  

• A series of interconnected caves that are rich in fungal growth.  

• The original mines, foundary & smithy set up by the dwarves. 

Of course, there is a vast maze (The Writhings) of mostly uncharted passages connecting 
these areas which are key to the survival of the ‘villagers’. The villagers have divided 
into ‘thorpes’ clustered around the key resources, with guardposts and traps at key 
intersections. Armed patrols go through the ‘in-between’ areas in order to ensure no 
buildup of unfriendies. 

Goblins (from the writhings) & spiders (from the rift) regularly must be driven off. 

The dwarves imposed a weekly routine on the frazzled survivors that has sunk in: One 
day of digging (or communal) work, one day of martial training, digging, tradecraft 
(working on your specialized skills), tradecraft, “rest” (practically, whatever needs to be 
done). 

Fauna: spiders, bats, crickets, crayfish, eyeless cavefish, eels (& big eels), flies 

Flora: 

• Ripplebark: edible ‘shelf’ fungus, DC 5 fort save to keep it down 

• Torchstalk: fiberous mushroom with oily stalk meat that is flammable – after 
being harvested & dried for a week. Even then, it takes d4 rounds to light 
when exposed to flame, requires dc 25 survival check to light with flint, once 



caught, sparking spores fill 10ft radius with toxic fumes for d4 rounds (DC 15 
fort or d4 CON damage) after than burns like candle for 4+d4 hours 

• Bluecap: dried and ground can be made into a tasteless bread (spoorbread) 
that sucks all moisture from one’s mouth 

• Fire lichen: grows in warmer areas, can be ground into a paste and mixed with 
water to make an acidic spicy spread (used on spoorbread)  

• Barrel Stalk – can be tapped to access accumulated freshwater inside. VERY 
poisonous at certain life cycle in shroom – must examine color of inner 
surface to ascertain how safe, hard to do w/o spoiling the shroom. 

• Zurkstalk – grows in variety of shapes and sizes, its stalk is very fiberous and 
interwoven. A few cycles of drying in kiln and coating in animal fat can make 
give it a brittle wood like consistency (weapon hafts will break on a natural 1). 

The Families 
The enclave is modeled on a dwarven clan, where different familes have different roles. 

First Family (Keeth-Sa) – diplomacy, war, religion. The Gurders have taken this role for 
themselves, and are in charge of the defenses maintainence of the traps. Given the 
dwarven penchant for metalworking, they also are the armors etc. Most of the dwarves 
who survived the dragons and collapse are still alive. 

Second Family – craft / commerce – The Horbato family are descendants of Gur farmers, 
under the tutelage of Ogaard, are now the main fishers, fungi farmers, and craftsmen. 

Third Family – Justice / Law – The Rothendar family are decendants of Stavians (horses 
long since eaten) are in charge of settling disputes (and provide the bulk of the digging). 

Miscellaneous people: a few gnomes who were stragglers from a Wain. An alcoholic 
elven bard who is continual casting ‘light’ cantrips. 

House Rules 
Loosely based on D&D 3.5 edition, using HEXES instead of squares – when it becomes 
necessary for pivotal / odd / complex battles. 

When is a troll not a troll? Don’t assume that something called a troll regenerates or a 
gold-colored dragon is not planning on frying your paladin ‘cause its bored. I will play 
fast and loose with any/all assumptions you have about critters / names / colors / powers. 
If you really can’t stand not knowing, spend some points on Knowledge (Zoology).  

Fast style of play. I am not the kind of gm who feels compelled to stop the action to 
lookup every specific rule as they come up. I prefer to just say “quick, make a reflex save 
DC15 to avoid the boulder crashing down the hill” then to lookup in the DMG the exact 
statistics for a boulder trap (Disgruntled Player:“See, its supposed to be a +10 attack, 
which means may bracers of defense help, they wouldn’t have if I only got a reflex 
save!!”). If you ever REALLY feel I’m being unfair to the characters, just say so and we 
can pause to lookup the appropriate rule.  

Preferred races: Gnome, dwarf, human, elf 



Acceptable races: Drow, Druegar (sp?), any other underdark race with +1 racial level 
adjustment or less 

Classes: any that fit the story, WotC classes most likely automatically OK’d, other 
classes (like Chris’ gnome tinker) must be play balance checked by GM. Most variants 
are OK as well. 

Feats: Consider ‘tunnel runner’ or ‘tunnel figher’ from underdeep book. Will also allow 
human to take ‘lowlight vision’ which takes a feat slot and gives you elf-like sight in low 
light conditions. 

Tweaks: will allow Traits (p86) and Flaws (p91) from unearthed arcane. 

Sanity (page 200, Unearthed Arcana) 
This should be familiar to you Call of Cthullu types. The world of HighPoint is 
significantly darker than that of your average D&D world. Wizards who tried scrying into 
the depths of the moon to find weakness in the dragons found insanity instead. 

Your starting sanity is 5 times your initial wisdom score. Please keep track of them like 
‘mental hit points’. A sanity check is % dice rolled under your current sanity. Subtract 
sanity points as the nasty GM says so. Notify the GM if you ever lose more than half 
your wisdom score in a single ‘fright’ (short term insanity d10+4 rounds) or half your 
CURRENT sanity in a game hour (long term insanity d10x10 hours!). If you ever reach 
0, you are permanently insane. 

Sample sanity losses: 

• Seeing a dead body 0 sanity loss for you hardened underground types. 

• Seeing a 6 ft long spider feeding on a recently killed friend of yours: 1 if you MAKE 
your sanity check, d6 if you fail 

• Rounding a corner and meeting an ancient dragon who thinks you just stole its clutch 
of eggs: d6 if you make your sanity check, 2d10 if you fail. 

• Meeting Cthulu (sp?): 3d10 if you make your check, 3d100 if you fail 

You may also lose sanity for things like reading strange pulsating writing, casually 
reading ancient spellbooks, being tortured, being targeted by unpleasant spells, etc. 

Vitality and Wound Points 
Vitality points are a measure of a character's ability to turn a direct hit into a graze or a 
glancing blow with no serious consequences. Like hit points in the standard D&D rules, 
vitality points go up with level, giving high-level characters more ability to shrug off 
attacks. Most types of damage reduce vitality points. Convert old system ‘hit points’ 
directly to ‘vitality’ points. 

Wound Points 
Wound points measure how much true physical damage a character can withstand. 
Damage reduces wound points only after all vitality points are gone, or when a character 



is struck by a critical hit. A character has a number of wound points equal to her current 
Constitution score. 

Critical Hits & Coup de Grace 
A critical hit does its normal damage directly as wounds, and its extra ‘critical’ damage 
as vitality.   A coup de grace functions normally in that it automatically hits and scores a 
critical hit. If the defender survives the damage, he must make a Fortitude save (DC 10, + 
the total (WP+VP) of damage dealt) or die. Note this allows a lucky kobold with a 
skinning knife to cause a knight in plate armor to bleed some.1 

Injury and Death 
Vitality and wound points together measure how hard a character is to hurt and kill. The 
damage from each successful attack and each fight accumulates, dropping a character's 
vitality point or wound point totals until he runs out of points.  

0 Vitality Points 
At 0 vitality points, a character can no longer avoid taking real physical damage. Any 
additional damage he receives reduces his wound points. 

Taking Wound Damage 
The first time a character takes wound damage -- even a single point -- he becomes 
fatigued. Additional wound damage doesn't make the character exhausted.  
 

In addition, any time an attack deals wound damage to a character, he must succeed on a 
Fortitude saving throw (DC = 2 * number of wound points lost from the attack) or be 
stunned for 1d6 rounds. (During that time, any other character can take a standard action 
to help the stunned character recover; doing so ends the stunned condition.) 

Stunned: The character loses her Dexterity bonus to AC (if any) and can take no actions. 
Foes gain a +2 bonus to hit stunned characters. 

Fatigued: can't run or charge and takes a -2 penalty to Strength and Dexterity until he has 
rested for 8 hours (or until the wound damage is healed, if that occurs first). 

0 Wound Points and less 
The character is unconscious; any additional damage starts the character dying. The 
character is dead, no save, if the total wound points becomes -10. 

Dying: A dying character is unconscious and near death. Each round on his turn, a dying 
character must make a Fortitude save (DC 10 – current wounds) to become stable. So 
someone at -5 wounds must make a DC 15 save to become stable. A failed saves ‘bleeds’ 
another wound point of damage. Successful save stabilizes the character, as does a DC15 

                                                 
1 I like this. It makes knights a bit more wary of kobolds. I have a thing for kobolds. It is not wise to treat 
Chuck kobolds as cannon fodder. Go ahead and Google “Tucker’s Kobolds”. 



heal check from a friendly person, or any healing magic that restores at least 1 wound 
point. A save that succeeds by more than 10 is awake but disabled. 

Disabled: A disabled character is conscious, but can only take a single move or standard 
action each turn (but not both, nor can she take full-round actions). She moves at half 
speed. Taking move actions doesn't risk further injury, but performing any standard 
action (or any other action the DM deems strenuous, including some free actions such as 
casting a quickened spell) worsens the character's condition to dying (unless it involved 
healing; see below). 

Recovery 
Characters recover vitality points at a rate of 1 vitality 
point per hour per character level if they rest. Halve this 
if doing light activity (walking, horseback riding). 

A stable character is unconscious. Every hour, a stable 
character must succeed on a Fortitude save (DC 10, +1 
per hour after the first) to remain stable. If the character 
fails the save, he becomes dying. If the character 
succeeds on the save by less than 5, he does not get any 
worse, but does not improve. He is still stable and 
unconscious, and must continue to make Fortitude saves 
every hour. One hour after a character becomes stable, 
roll d%. He has a 10% chance of regaining 
consciousness, at which point he becomes disabled. If 
he remains unconscious, he has the same chance to 
regain consciousness every hour. 

If the character succeeds on the save by 5 or more, he 
becomes conscious and disabled. 

An unaided stable, conscious character at 0 wound 
points has a 10% chance to start recovering wound 
points naturally that day. With a full night's rest, a 
character recovers 1 wound point or twice that amount 
with complete bed rest for 24 hours. Any significant 
interruption during the rest period prevents the character 
from healing that night. A character who provides long-
term care (see the Heal skill, page 75 of the Player's 
Handbook) doubles the rate at which a wounded 
character recovers lost vitality and wound points. 

Once an unaided character starts recovering wound 
points naturally, he is no longer in danger of dying. 

Magical Healing 
Spells that heal hit point damage work somewhat 

Behind the Curtain:  

Vitality and Wounds 
Characters using this system should 
be more wary in combat, which can 
turn deadly in the space of a few 
lucky rolls. But they can also bounce 
back from a fight much more quickly. 
For that reason, this variant is an 
ideal system for low-magic 
campaigns or games where healing is 
otherwise rare. 

A very weak creature in this system 
tends to be tougher to kill than in a 
standard D&D game, since its 
Constitution score is often higher 
than the number of hit points it might 
have had. Very big creatures are also 
more durable, due to their size 
modifier. This is reflected in the CR 
adjustments given in the variant rules.

Constitution damage is especially 
deadly under this variant, since every 
point of Constitution damage reduces 
wound points by 1 and every 2 points 
of damage reduces vitality by a 
number of points equal to the 
character's HD. If a character's 
Constitution is reduced to 0, he dies 
even if he has wound points 
remaining. 



differently in this system. All magical spells / effects heal vitality points at ‘face value’. It 
costs 2 points of healing to heal 1 wound point. Unless otherwise noted, magic MUST 
heal wound points before healing vitality. 

Monsters 
For Small, Medium, and Large creatures, a monster's wound point total is equal to its 
current Constitution score. Creatures smaller or larger than that have their wound point 
total multiplied by a factor based on their size, as indicated on the table below. 

A monster's vitality point total is equal to the number of hit 
points it would normally have, based on its type and 
Constitution score. The DM may choose not to assign vitality 
points to creatures that pose little or no threat to PCs, such as 
domesticated herd animals. 

Creatures w/o Constitution Scores 
Some creatures, such as undead and constructs, do not have 
Constitution scores. If a creature has no Constitution score, it 
has no vitality points. Instead, it has wound points equal to the 
number of vitality points it would have based on its HD and 
type. Such creatures are never fatigued or stunned by wound 
damage. 

Damage Reduction 
Damage reduction (if present) eats away vitality points first. 
For example, bob with a longsword normally does d8+1 
damage. He gets a critical hit on an omviraptor, which as DR of 5. He rolls damage 
twice, once for wound points (4+1=5), and once for vitality damage (5+1=6). The DR 
absorbs 5 pts of vitality, resulting in a total of 1 vitality and 5 wound.  

Monster Challenge Ratings 
Increase the CR of any Gargantuan or Colossal creature by +1, unless the creature does 
not have a Constitution score. 

Monsters with fractional CRs move up to the next highest fraction. The kobold 
(ordinarily CR 1/4) becomes CR 1/3, for example, while the goblin (normally CR 1/2) 
becomes CR 1. 

Herbal Remedies 
Roll a Profession: Herbalist check to find herbs. A group may look, but a single person is 
nominated the lead searcher. 

pick specific herb to look for, and you can only look for an herb whose DC is <(11+2X 
your herbalism skill). 

You may “take 10” but may not “take 20” on the roll 

 

Size 

Wound Point 

Multiplier 

Fine x1/8 

Diminutive x1/4 

Tiny x1/2 

Small x1 

Medium x1 

Large x1 

Huge x2 

Gargantuan x4 

Colossal x8 



Find DC 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 26 30

Rarity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Min Skill 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10

 

If you meet the DC, the number of doses found: 

• 10 hours search find (d20-rarity) round UP, minimum 1 dose 

• 5 hours find (d20-rarity)/2 then round, MIN ZERO 

• 2 hours find (d20-rarity)/5 then round, MIN ZERO 

• 1 hour find (d20-rarity)/10 round, min ZERO 

Modifiers: 

+2 synergy bonus from having 5 ranks in SURVIVAL. (lead searcher only) 

+4 roll for druid +2 roll for ranger (only pick one, highest for group doesn’t have to be 
lead)) 

-5 area picked over 

+1 per day of consecutive searching (max +5) 

+1/2 per untrained helper, +1 per trained (herb 5+) helper (max +5) 

Example: Skippy the Wonder Druid (Herb 9, wild lore 5) and his sidekick ranger Bawb 
(herb 6) set aside 10 hours to go searching for Rewk (DC 14, rarity 2, heals d10 WP) in 
a cool forest populated by elves who regularly search the area for herbs. Skill check = 
d20 + 9 (skippy’s skill) + 4 (skippy a druid) +2 (synergy bonus)+1 (trained helper NO 
ranger bonus) – 5 picked over. Rolling a 15 gives 15+11+4+1-5=26, beating the DC of 
14 by 12 points. Another roll of d20-2 would give the total number of doses found. 

Later, in a more remote part of the wood, Skippy wants to go looking for some Mur 
(which preserves a body and prevents departure of the soul for 30 days - DC is 26) 
‘cause Bawb just got killed by a nasty Skaven Lord. He’s rushing (1 hour) because 
Bawb is decomposing. Skippy rolls a 11 +9 (skill) +4 (druid) +2 synergy = 26 whew! 
He then rolls d20-8 (rarity), but has to divide by 10 to get the # of doses. A roll of 12, 
minus rarity (8) = four. 4/10 = .4 rounded to 0 doses. Poor Bawb, if only Skippy didn’t 
have to rush there would have been 4 doses. 

Subtypes 
CR - heals WP/VP from crushing weapons 

FR - heals WP/VP from fire / heat / electricity / acid 

BL - bleeding - heals WP/VP from cut/pierce/slash 

W - heals wound point damage - 'leftover' heals 2 VP for each leftover WP 

v - heals vitality points only, not wound damage! 

Preparations 
Brew - effective when drunk w/in 10 minutes after boiled in water. 



Apply - requires d10 minutes to prepare then applied directly to injured area 

ingest - immediately usable, keeps one week from plucking 

paste - must pre-process (30 minutes) but then stays potent for one week (or until coated 
weapon connects with target for poison) 

liquid - as paste, but only lasts 1 hour (20x costly vials will keep for week) 

powder - as paste, but lasts indefinitely and can't be used on weapons 

Sample Herbs 
See end of file. 

Credits 
A bunch of the underdark stuff comes from the WotC forgetton realms underdark book. 

Pictures credited as I remember ‘em. 

Herbs from Rolemaster / Middle Earth Roleplaying – modified for d20. 

A whole bunch more from a ‘mystery’ sourcebook. 



Herbs & Herb Lore 
Climate Type 
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Cold food 
12 Cram Bread Ingest 10x 4oz slices. 5 days nutrition/slice. Keeps 7 weeks. Tastes of mushrooms. 

23 

Cold misc 
16 Zur Fungus Brew Enhances smell and hearing for 1 hr. (X 3 range & +5 to hear/smell) 

11 

Cold poison 
14 Ondokamba Bat Liquid Green venom  turns 1D4 hands/feet into stone. Each area is at -75 

10 

Cold poison 
22 Ruthin Crystal Liquid RR fail - stomach contents turn to jagged glass. Death in 1D12 rds. 

15 
Temperate poison 18 Jegga Bats Paste Causes 1D100 vital points - NO WOUND! 13 

Temperate food 

16 Gramursh Moss Powder Preserves food for 2mths. Tastes terrible. Must make save DC to keep food 
down. Acquired taste. With each successful save, get +2 bonus to next. 

10 

Temperate food 
16 Kujanikapurd Mushroom Ingest 3days nutrition & -3 for 1wk. Powdered gives nutrition for 1days & no 

adverse 10 
Temperate 
Cool enhance 

16 Chrume Mushroom Ingest d10 hours, -3 Dex, +2 Cha, Addiction DC15 
10 

Temperate 
Cool food 

18 Lemsang Mushroom Ingest Bats venom causes bones to dissolve in 1D10rds. 
10 

Temperate 
Cool heal 

22 Lothfelag Flower Ingest Lifegiving/lifekeeping for dwarves for 7mths. Others heals all VP/stun effects. 
12 

Temperate 
Cool heal 

20 Madarch Mushroom Brew Heals all cuts and restores blood in 1D100 mins. Heals 3d10 WP from 
cuts/pierce 11 

Temperate 
Cool poison 

26 Gartaan Waters Ingest Haemophilia. Cutting attacks do double damage against ingester until cured 
23 

Temperate 
Cool poison 

22 Lothfelag Resin Ingest sleep 1D10hrs, 5+ fail= coma for d10 days 
15 

Temperate 
Cool poison 

20 Pelenor Mushroom Paste fail by 5, die (flail on ground bleeding in d4 rounds), fail: 1pt damage/ rnd for 
20 rnds 14 

 




